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Return

Somewhere down in the hollow
and the creek still flows
running smooth-stoned and purely
disguised 
the ferns falling first
and the scent of hemlock 
in the cold morning air
you found the deep unknowing
in the inner recesses of the night
in the still photographic memory
of trout and rock
in the curved delight of thistle and
hawkweed, somewhere in
the hollow places behind the heart
the scent of hemlock rises
in the snow-soft rain
beyond the light-fringed dawn.
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Susquehanna Ridge

Lugging water up the hill in case it’s needed
the slope slippery this morning, all mud all ice
oak leaves adding to the sheen,
the water weighs down my shoulders
pulls the wool against my wrists
I can feel the rock stir under my boots
but the shape at the top of the hill is still indistinct
I’m lugging this heavy galvanized pail up the hill
just in case it’s needed before the light falls
and the snow picks up again.
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from the Hermit’s Journal

fir boughs and the gentle
steady pulse of snow
accumulating behind the eyelids
swaying as we walk without destination
the amber residue too stubborn to remove.
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Katahdin 

Single steps on stone
the ridge has cracked 
feet slowly plodding on
the skin stretched to include
what has burned or withered
I cannot say the name of this place
the syllables coat the tongue with wild garlic
braise the edges with fast-moving storms.
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Night Walk

by the side of the sea
by the blue-green veins of night
descending into the trees
washing out the stars
winnowing as we walk
these awkward words
set by the sound of the stars
disintegrating although
and frequently without
sound of the rain by the side of the sea
stirring in the blue-green veins above,
sound of the sun streaming aside
these broken words by the blue-green sea
by the startled strand of forgotten night


